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Limit Function User Manual
Why our grid tie inverters need limit function? - It is in response to the overwhelming clamor from our
customers for a function that can control the amount of power that the grid tie inverters can generate.
With this function, the inverters will just generate power that is not larger than the loads’ power even
the inverters are connected with big power solar panel array, we call it “limit function”.
Because in some countries, the producer pays for the excess power it gives to the distribution grid.
This is because the electric power meter(the one provided by the electricity provider in the area) is not
aware of the direction of power flow. In other words it only adds even if power is exported to the grid,
thus, the consumer will be charged for power even if it is given to the grid, and this is the problem.
Our SUN G2 series grid tie inverters are integrated this limit function, so SUN G2 series inverters can
work in limit mode or normal mode(no limit), you can make the configuration on the LCD display.

CONNECTING METHOD FOR SINGLE PHASE AC GRID

Picture 1:
Connecting method for
single phase AC grid.

The limit sensor should be clamped on the live line at the position before the loads‘ access points, and
the inverter‘s access point can be at any position on the same live line, see picture 1. The inverter with
the limit function will just generate power that is less than total power consumption by loads that are
connected after the position that the limit sensor clamped. The inverter will not measure loads’ power
that connected before the point of the limit sensor clamped.
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CONNECTING METHOD FOR THREE PHASES AC GRID
If your AC grid is three phases grid, and you have more SUN G2 grid tie inverters, then you can connect
inverters to three phases individually. Please see picture 2. These three inverters will not affect each
other. G line will be connected as normal, so not shown in picture 2.

Picture 2:
Connecting three
inverters at three
phases individually
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CONNECTING MORE THAN ONE INVERTER ON ONE LIVE LINE:
If you want to use more inverters on one live line to generate more power and also need limit function,
you can connect inverters like picture 3(for two inverters). The two inverters will not produce the same
power, but limit function is still available. G line will be connected as normal, so not shown in picture 3.

Picture 3:
Connecting two
inverters on one
live line.
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Limit function for the US split phase AC grid
FIRST CONNECTING METHOD FOR SUN-2000G2 (SUGGESTED)
The inverter should be connected to compensate for 240V loads. Because the inverter will generate the
same value feed current at L1 and L2, and 240V loads also consume the same value current at L1 and L2,
so with the limit function of the inverter, the inverter will just produce power that is same as or less than
240V loads’ power, there will be no extra countercurrent feeding to the AC grid.
So if the 240V loads were connected at separate lines and not mixed with 120V loads, you can connect
the inverter and clamp the limit sensor as picture4.

Picture 4:
Connecting method for Compensating
240V loads’ power at a separate live line
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SECOND CONNECTING METHOD FOR SUN-2000G2 (SUGGESTED)
If 240V loads and 120V loads were connected on the same live lines, but 240V loads were connected
after 120V loads, the best connecting method is clamping the limit sensor on the live line at the position
after the 120V loads and before 240V loads. The inverter can be connected at any position on the live
lines, See picture 5.

Picture 5:
Connecting method
for Compensating
240V loads

Because the inverter will produce the same value feed current at L1 and L2, and 240V loads also
consume the same value current at L1 and L2, so with the limit function of the inverter, the inverter will
just produce power that is same as or less than 240V loads‘‚power, there will be no extra countercurrent
feeding to the AC grid.
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THIRD CONNECTING METHOD FOR SUN-2000G2 (CAN BE USED, BUT NOT SUGGESTED)
If 120V loads and 240V loads were mixed, and the 240V loads were connected before 120V loads,
the inverter and limit sensor can be installed as picture 6.

Picture 6:
Connecting method
for Compensating
mixed loads

With this connecting method, because the total loads’ consumption at L1 and L2 will not be the same,
but the inverter will just produce the same value feed current at L1 and L2, so the limit sensor must
clamp at the L1 or L2, which total loads’ power is smaller, this will prevent extra countercurrent feeding
to the AC grid, otherwise, there will be extra countercurrent feeding to the AC grid if the inverter can
produce enough current to compensate the larger current at L1 or L2. If you connect a system like
picture 3, loads’ power at L1 must be less than loads’ power at L2, otherwise, the limit sensor should
clamp at L2.
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USING TWO SUN-1000G2 INVERTERS TO CONNECT WITH US SPLIT PHASE AC GRID
(GOOD SOLUTION)
Using two SUN-1000G2 inverters to compensate L1 and L2 loads’ current individually, with this method,
the inverters‘ limit function can work very well, there will be no extra countercurrent feeding to the AC
grid from L1 and L2, see picture 7. You also can just connect one SUN-1000G2 unit with a limit sensor at
one of the live lines.

Picture 7:
Connecting method for two
SUN-1000G2 units
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION:
After Having connected the inveters and limit sensors as one method listed above, If you want to use
limit function, you also need to do below configuration on LCD display, You should select “Limit Mode”
and “Internal Limiter” as picture 8.

Picture 8:
Limit mode configuration

If the display shows as picture 9, this means the limit sensor is not connected well, or there are no
loads powered on, you can check the limit sensor and switch on some loads. If there is no loads’ power,
the inverter will not produce power under the limit model.

Power produced by inverter
AC grid voltage
AC grid power

DC input voltage
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Picture 9:
Zero AC grid power

If the display shows as picture 10, the AC grid power is negative, this means the clamping orientation
of the limit sensor is wrong.

Power produced by inverter
AC grid voltage
AC grid power

DC input voltage

Picture 10:
Negative AC grid power

If so, you need to clamp the limit sensor in the opposite direction as picture 11.

Picture 11:
Correcting the orientation
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If you did everything correctly, the LCD display should show as picture 12.

Power produced by inverter
AC grid voltage
AC grid power

DC input voltage

Picture 12:
Correct working state

The inverter just produces almost the same power as the loads’ power, so the AC grid just consumes very
small power if the inverter can produce enough power to compensate the loads’ power.
(Remark: Numbers on the LCD display will be different for different inverter and different using
environment.)
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